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Abstract
Languages change over time and ancient languages have been studied in linguistics and other related fields. A main challenge in this
research area is the lack of empirical data; for instance, ancient spoken languages often leave little trace of their linguistic properties.
From the perspective of natural language processing (NLP), while the NLP community has created dozens of annotated corpora, very
few of them are on ancient languages. As an effort toward bridging the gap, we have created a word segmented and POS tagged
corpus for Archaic Chinese using articles from Huainanzi, a book written during China’s Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-9 AD).
We then compare this corpus with the Chinese Penn Treebank (CTB), a well-known corpus for Modern Chinese, and report several
interesting differences and similarities between the two corpora. Finally, we demonstrate that the CTB can be used to improve the perfor-
mance of word segmenters and POS taggers for Archaic Chinese, but only through features that have similar behaviors in the two corpora.
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1. Introduction
In the past few decades, there has been tremendous progress
in the natural language processing (NLP) field, partly due
to the availability of large-scale annotated corpora such as
treebanks. Not surprisingly, most of the annotated corpo-
ra are for modern languages. While resources for ancient
languages might not benefit many NLP applications (e.g.,
sentiment analysis on product reviews), they are important
and valuable for linguistic research on topics such as lan-
guage evolution.
The focus of this study is on Chinese, which has a long
written history. According to (Wang, 1980), the history of
Chinese can be generally divided into four eras: (1) Archa-
ic era: before the Eastern Han Dynasty (around 3rd century
AD); (2) Medieval era: from 3rd century till around 12th
century; (3) Early Mandarin era: from Southern Song Dy-
nasty (around 13th century) to 19th century; (4) Modern
Chinese era: from the May Fourth Movement (1919 AD)
to nowadays. As there is a rich collection of written doc-
uments in each era, it would be interesting to compare the
characteristics of the language in different time periods and
study how the language evolves throughout the time.1

Our work in this study consists of three parts. In the first
part (Section 3.), we provide an overview of the HNZ cor-
pus, a word segmented and Part-of-speech (POS) tagged
corpus that we have created for Archaic Chinese using ar-
ticles from Huainanzi. In the second part (Section 4.), we
compare the HNZ corpus with the Chinese Penn Treebank
(CTB), a well-known corpus for Modern Chinese, in sev-
eral aspects such as word length, POS tag distributions,

1While some researchers may treat Chinese spoken in differ-
ent eras or regions as separated but related languages, others treat
Chinese as one language. The discussion on this topic is out of
the scope of this paper. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to
Archaic Chinese and Modern Chinese as two languages.

and word formation patterns. In the third part (Section
5.), we investigate whether NLP tools trained and tested
on the HNZ corpus can benefit from the CTB, despite the
differences between Archaic Chinese and Modern Chinese
in general, and between the genres and content of the two
corpora in particular. Note that the goal of this study is to
improve the performance of NLP systems on Archaic Chi-
nese with the help of resources for Modern Chinese; there-
fore, a comprehensive comparison of the two languages is
out of the scope of this study.

2. Related Work
There are two types of work related to this study. The first
type is about historical corpus construction. One exam-
ple is the Penn Corpora of Historical English,2 which in-
cludes the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English
(Kroch and Taylor, 2000), the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus
of Early Modern English (Kroch et al., 2004), among oth-
ers. While the corpora were developed at the University of
Pennsylvania, the birth place of the English Penn Treebank
(PTB) (Marcus et al., 1993), each corpus in the historical
corpora has its own annotation guidelines, which are quite
different from the ones for the PTB. Other studies on his-
torical corpus construction include (Erjavec, 2012; Ogiso et
al., 2012; Rögnvaldsson et al., 2012), which built corpora
for ancient Slovene, Japanese and Icelandic, respectively.
For Chinese, several corpora containing non-Modern Chi-
nese text are available to the public. One of them is the A-
cademia Sinica Tagged Corpus of Old Chinese,3 developed
by the Academia Sinica in Taiwan since 1990s. Another
corpus is PKU-CCL-Corpus,4 a large collection of unanno-
tated text in Ancient and Modern Chinese, which was built

2http://www.ling.upenn.edu/histcorpora/
3http://old chinese.ling.sinica.edu.tw/
4http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl corpus
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by the Center for Chinese Linguistics (CCL) at Peking Uni-
versity (PKU). Both corpora are designed for Chinese lan-
guage research, and their main function is to provide a por-
tal for researchers to search for examples containing certain
patterns or collocations.
The second type of work is historical language processing.
The idea is to build NLP systems for historical languages by
taking advantage of resources for the corresponding mod-
ern languages. There are several studies on this topic (e.g.,
(Rayson et al., 2007; Hendrickx and Marquilhas, 2011;
Scheible et al., 2012; Bollmann, 2013)), and almost all of
them focus on spelling normalization; that is, they build a
preprocessing module that normalizes the word spellings
in the historical languages and show the spelling normal-
ization improves system performance significantly.
However, language changes go well beyond spelling varia-
tions. For instance, Archaic Chinese is largely monosyllab-
ic, whereas Modern Chinese has a much larger percentage
of dissyllabic words (see Section 4.1.). The syntax of the
two languages is also very different; for instance, a com-
mon construction in Modern Chinese, the ba-construction,
does not exist in Archaic Chinese. Because of all these
differences, a native speaker of Modern Chinese will not
be able to understand Archaic Chinese articles without first
taking special training on Archaic Chinese. Nevertheless,
the two languages do share some similarities, such as core
meanings of many Chinese characters. We propose to use
features to capture similarities between an ancient language
and its modern counterpart, and add those features to NLP
systems to improve the system performance on the ancien-
t language. In this study, we choose Ancient Chinese and
Modern Chinese as the language pair. To evaluate our NLP
systems, we first build an annotated corpus on Ancient Chi-
nese, as explained in the next section.

3. The HNZ Corpus
In this section, we introduce the HNZ corpus5, an Archa-
ic Chinese corpus consisting of all the articles in the book
of Huainanzi with word segmentation and POS tagging an-
notation. Huainanzi, also known as Huainan Honglie, is
a collective work written by Prince Huainan, Liu An (179
BC-122 BC), and a group of his retainers in the Western
Han Dynasty (206 BC-9AD). Huainanzi was first circulat-
ed in the Western Han Dynasty, which is near the end of
the Archaic Chinese era. The book has 21 chapters, cov-
ering a wide range of topics on philosophy, astrology, ge-
ography, politics, customs, military affairs, mountains, so-
ciology, etc. It has been described as the “Encyclopedia
of the early Han Dynasty”. Its abundant language capacity
reveals characteristics of lexical usage in the Western Han
Dynasty, and demonstrates how the usage had been trans-
formed from the Qin Dynasty to the Han Dynasty. In this
regard, Huainanzi contains valuable data for an in-depth
analysis of Archaic Chinese. Because of these nice proper-
ties, we selected the book as the raw data for our Archaic
Chinese corpus. All the manual annotation and correction
was done by a Chinese linguist who is an expert on Archaic

5http://faculty.washington.edu/fxia/hnz/

Chinese.6

For annotation guidelines, we start with the CTB annotation
guidelines for word segmentation (Xia, 2000b) and POS
tagging (Xia, 2000a), and make changes as needed. For
word segmentation, we follow the same definition of word-
ness but the meaning of a string could change over time.
For instance, the two-character string I[ means coun-
try in Modern Chinese and is treated as one word, whereas
it could mean country and home in Archaic Chinese and
is therefore treated as two words under that interpretation.
For POS tagging, the POS tagset for the CTB seems to be
sufficient to cover the words in HNZ, so we use the same
tagset for HNZ.7

To speed up annotation, we first manually annotated a very
small portion (i.e., 750 sentences) of the HNZ corpus, and
then trained a word segmenter and a POS tagger on this da-
ta. Next, we used the trained segmenter and the POS tagger
to annotate the rest of the HNZ corpus, and manually cor-
rected the system output. This semi-automatic process is
much faster than starting from scratch. The whole annotat-
ed corpus consists of about 137K words. Some statistics of
the corpus are presented in Section 4.

4. Modern Chinese vs. Archaic Chinese
Once the HNZ corpus has been built, we can compare it
with a corpus for Modern Chinese. For the latter, we choose
the Chinese Penn Treebank version 7.0 (CTB7), as it is one
of the most commonly used corpora for Modern Chinese.
In this section, we compare the two corpora in several as-
pects: word length, POS tag distributions, and word for-
mation patterns. While some differences could be due to
different genres and content of these two corpora, the com-
parison does shed light on some fundamental differences
between Archaic Chinese and Modern Chinese.

4.1. Word Length Distribution
Some basic statistics of two corpora are given in Table 1.8

Besides the size of the corpus, the most prominent differ-
ence between the two corpora is the average word length,
which is 1.61 characters in the CTB and 1.15 characters in
the HNZ.
To better understand the word length distribution, we di-
vide the words into five categories based on their length,
as in Table 2. The table shows that the large majority
(85.94%) of word tokens in HNZ are monosyllabic, where-
as the percentages of monosyllabic and dissyllabic words in
CTB7 are about the same (50.12% vs. 42.60%); this find-
ing is consistent with the common perception that Chinese
is changing from a monosyllabic language to a language

6Ideally, (part of) a corpus should be annotated by multiple an-
notators so that inter-annotator agreement can be calculated. Un-
fortunately, annotating this corpus requires a lot of special training
in Archaic Chinese for which we lack the resources.

7Some common functional words (e.g., “Å”, “8Å”) in the
HNZ corpus are no longer used in Modern Chinese, but they can
be labeled as sentence final particle (SP) or other particle (MSP).

8We have used the CTB7 in several previous studies (e.g.,
(Song et al., 2012; Song and Xia, 2013), all of which use the same
data split for training, development, and evaluation. In this study,
we use only the training portion of CTB7.
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Corpus CTB7 HNZ
# of char tokens 1,409,540 158,230

# of word tokens 874,635 137,448
# of sents 38,615 7,594

Char vocabulary size 4,498 3,957
Word vocabulary size 50,035 10,847

Avg. word leng 1.61 1.15
Avg. sent leng (in chars) 36.50 20.84

Avg. sent leng (in words) 22.65 18.10

Table 1: Basic statistics of CTB7 and HNZ.

with more dissyllabic words. In both corpora, long words
(length≥4) are rare; they are mainly numbers in HNZ and
numbers and foreign names in CTB7.

Word length CTB7 (%) HNZ (%)
1 438,397 (50.12) 118,119 (85.94)
2 372,567 (42.60) 18,269 (13.29)
3 46,480 (5.31) 716 (0.52)
4 9,887 (1.13) 318 (0.23)

>4 7,304 (0.84) 26 (0.02)

Table 2: Length distributions of word tokens in CTB7 and
HNZ.

4.2. POS Distributions
Next, we compare the distribution of the POS tags in the
two corpora. The results are in Table 3, where the tags are
sorted in descending order according to their frequencies in
the CTB7.
There are several observations from the table. First, the top
four tags in the two corpora are the same: common noun
(NN), punctuation (PU), verbs (VV), and adverb (AD).
This result is not surprising given that most sentences con-
tain a subject and/or an object (nouns), a predicate (verbs),
and some adverbial modifiers (adverbs), and they end with
a punctuation mark.9

Second, the frequencies of some POS tags in the two cor-
pora differ a lot. For instance, out of 38 tags in the CTB7
tagset, 14 are not present in HNZ. Some of the differences
are due to the genres and contents of the corpora; for in-
stance, CTB7 has a higher percentage of numbers (CD),
proper names (NR), and temporal nouns (NT) than HNZ
because CTB7 contains many newswire articles which tend
to have more words in those categories. Other differences
are due to language change over the time. For instance, the
tag BA is used to mark the ba word in the ba-construction.
The HNZ corpus does not contain words with that tag be-
cause the ba-construction did not appear in Chinese until a
few centuries later.10

9Punctuation did not become an integral part of Chinese writ-
ten text until the 20th century, when Western punctuation marks
were adopted. The punctuation marks in HNZ were not part of the
original book. They were added by our annotator (after referring
to other previous studies on the book) to improve the readability
of the corpus.

10It is still up for debate whether the ba-construction exists
in Archaic Chinese. While Mei (1990) showed some examples
from the Pre-Qin Period (2100 BC-221 BC) that look like the
ba-construction, Liu (2010) argued that those examples were not

POS Tag CTB7 (%) HNZ (%)
NN 203,398 (23.26) 35,908 (26.12)
PU 129,853 (14.85) 27,123 (19.73)
VV 124,930 (14.28) 27,974 (20.35)
AD 76,896 (8.79) 15,845 (11.53)
NR 46,168 (5.28) 2,029 (1.48)

P 29,903 (3.42) 4,637 (3.37)
CD 27,225 (3.11) 1,414 (1.03)
PN 27,061 (3.09) 4,320 (3.14)

DEG 25,896 (2.96) 4,050 (2.95)
M 23,405 (2.68) 433 (0.32)
JJ 21,020 (2.40) 602 (0.44)

DEC 19,047 (2.18) —
NT 14,710 (1.68) 623 (0.45)
DT 14,507 (1.66) 483 (0.35)
VC 14,183 (1.62) 814 (0.59)
VA 13,245 (1.51) 1,855 (1.35)
LC 12,480 (1.43) 830 (0.60)
CC 10,072 (1.15) 758 (0.55)
AS 9,506 (1.08) —
SP 7,331 (0.84) 4,082 (2.97)
VE 6,709 (0.77) 1,788 (1.30)

IJ 3,450 (0.39) —
OD 2,359 (0.27) —

MSP 2,151 (0.25) 1,518 (1.10)
CS 1,934 (0.22) 348 (0.25)

DEV 1,728 (0.20) —
BA 1,556 (0.18) —

ETC 1,503 (0.17) 1 (0.001)
SB 1,000 (0.11) 7 (0.005)

DER 634 (0.07) —
LB 509 (0.06) 4 (0.003)

URL 180 (0.02) —
NT-SHORT 27 (0.003) —
NR-SHORT 26 (0.003) —

ON 13 (0.001) —
FW 8 (0.001) —

X 6 (0.001) —
NN-SHORT 5 (0.001) —

Total 874,635 (100) 137,448 (100)

Table 3: The distribution of POS tags in CTB7 and HNZ.
POS tags in this table are sorted in descending order ac-
cording to their frequency in CTB7. Missing POS tags in
HNZ are marked as “—”.

4.3. Word Formation
Unlike many of the world’s writing systems, the majority
of characters in Chinese have meanings and can be used as
words by themselves, especially in Archaic Chinese. For
instance, the word “Ç�” (Chinese) consists of two char-
acters. The first character refers to the Han Dynasty or the
Han people (the ethnic group that constitute approximate-
ly 92% of the population in China); the second character
means language. So the word means the language of the
Han people. “N + N ⇒ N” is just one of many common
patterns for forming Chinese words. Here, the left-hand
side of a pattern shows the POS tags of the characters in
a word–we call these tags cTags (c for character)–and the
right-hand side is the POS tag of the word.

ba-construction and the ba-construction first appeared in the Six
Dynasties Period (229 AD-589 AD).
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We would like to compare word formation patterns in Mod-
ern and Archaic Chinese. Because cTags are not marked in
the corpus, we need to infer that information somehow. A
character can appear in two scenarios: (1) as a word by it-
self, or (2) as part of a multi-character word. In the first
scenario, the cTag of the character should be the same as
the POS tag of the word. In the second scenario, the cTag
of each character could be different from the POS tag of
the word; however, since “X + X ⇒ X” (X being a noun,
a verb, etc.) is a very common word formation pattern in
Chinese and we will use only the most frequent cTag of a
character in the experiments in Section 5., we will simply
use the POS tag of the word as the cTag of each character
in that word.11

Char cTags in CTB7 cTags in HNZ
þ LC:1800 VV:925 NN:450 LC:99 VV:95 NN:95
� NR:96 NN:93 JJ:31 NT:35 NN:31 JJ:11
Ç NR:135 NN:70 NR:6 NN:2
� NN:231 VV:12 NR:5 NN:15 VV:3

Table 4: A sample list of characters and their top three most
frequent cTags in CTB7 and HNZ. The cTag list is in the
form of “cTag: frequency”.

Table 4 shows some examples of Chinese characters and the
frequencies of their cTags in the two corpora. It turns out
the cTags of many Chinese characters in the two corpora
are very similar, implying that the meaning and the cTags
of those characters may be relatively stable as the language
evolves over time.
Once the character cTag list is obtained, we choose the most
frequent cTag for each character when counting patterns
that are used to form two-character words. For instance,
suppose a word with the POS tag Y has two characters, c1
and c2, and the most frequent cTags for c1 and c2 are X1
and X2, respectively. We then assume the word is formed
by the pattern “X1 + X2⇒ Y”.
Table 5 lists the top ten most frequent word formation pat-
terns in CTB7 and in HNZ. In the second and third column-
s, each cell has two numbers: they are the number and the
percentage of dissyllabic word tokens in the corpus that are
formed by this pattern. The rows are sorted by the first
number in the CTB7 column. Notice that the first numbers
in the HNZ column are much smaller than the numbers in
the CTB7 column because only 13.29% of word tokens in
HNZ are dissyllabic. The last column gives an example of
dissyllabic words formed by that pattern.
The table indicates that the common word formation pat-
terns in the two corpora are similar; for instance, seven pat-
terns appear in both top-ten lists, and noun and verb com-
binations comprise the majority of two-character words in
both corpora. In general, characters play an important part
in composing the meaning of a multi-character word and
there are certain connections between the POS tag of a word
and the cTags of its characters as indicated by word forma-
tion patterns. Because the cTags of characters are relatively

11We experimented with other ways of inferring cTags of char-
acters, and all these methods yield similar results with respect to
choosing the most frequent cTag for a character; therefore, we will
not go into details about these alternative methods in this paper.

stable as shown in Table 4, cTag information collected from
the CTB7 could help word segmentation and POS tagging
of HNZ, a hypothesis which we shall test in the next sec-
tion.

Pattern CTB7 (%) HNZ (%) Ex
NN+NN⇒NN 104,921 (28.2) 8,347 (45.7) �?
VV+VV⇒VV 34,908 (9.4) 725 (4.0) ��
NR+NR⇒NR 15,443 (4.2) 90 (0.5)* ��
VV+NN⇒VV 14,462 (3.9) 521 (2.9) Ñ�
VV+NN⇒NN 11,914 (3.2) 1,022 (5.6) �ö
NR+NN⇒NN 9,656 (2.6) 108 (0.6)* �û
NN+VV⇒VV 9,246 (2.5) 353 (1.9) ±^
NN+NN⇒VV 8,079 (2.2) 583 (3.2) �m
NN+VV⇒NN 6,759 (1.8) 599 (3.3) ¢©
PN+PN⇒PN 6,514 (1.8) – * Ù§
AD+AD⇒AD 6,416 (1.7)* 408 (2.2) ,
VV+VV⇒NN 4,322 (1.2)* 268 (1.5) �¦
NN+NN⇒NR 693 (0.2)* 441 (2.4)  à

Table 5: The top ten most common word formation pattern-
s in the CTB7 and HNZ. The patterns are sorted by their
frequencies in the CTB7. The asterisk indicates that the
pattern is not among the top ten most common patterns in
that corpus, but it is in the other corpus. The symbol “—”
means the pattern does not occur in that corpus.

4.4. Measuring Distribution Differences
To quantitatively measure the differences between the two
corpora, we built a word unigram model from each cor-
pus and calculated the KL-divergence of the two probabili-
ty distributions.12 Since KL-divergence is asymmetric, we
calculated it for both directions and reported the average.
Similarly, we calculated the KL-divergence for POS uni-
gram and cTag unigram models. The results are shown in
the first column of Table 6.
For comparison, we also calculated the KL-divergence s-
cores when the unigram models were built from different
genres of CTB7. CTB7 has five genres: newswire, mag-
azine, broadcast news, broadcast conversion, and weblog.
We calculated the scores for all twenty genre pairs and re-
ported the average on the second column of Table 6. Not
surprisingly, the divergence between CTB7 and HNZ is
much bigger than the one between different genres of CT-
B7.

CTB7 vs. HNZ Genres in CTB7
Word unigram 1.897 0.718
POS unigram 0.318 0.108
cTag unigram 0.406 0.081

Table 6: KL-divergence between CTB7 and HNZ and be-
tween all the genre pairs in CTB7

5. Segmentation and POS Tagging
In the previous section, we compare CTB7 and HNZ in sev-
eral aspects and show the similarity and difference between

12We used add-δ for smoothing and the value of δ does not have
a big effect on the KL-divergence scores. For Table 6, the δ value
is set to 1.0 for all the models.
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them. One interesting question is whether annotated data in
one corpus could improve the performance of NLP tools on
the other corpus. To test out the idea, we conduct word seg-
mentation and POS tagging experiments on the HNZ cor-
pus with different ways of incorporating information from
CTB7.

5.1. Data
For all the experiments in this section, the test set comes
from HNZ, and the training set is from HNZ, CTB7, or
both depending on the settings. Because the HNZ corpus
is relatively small, we ran 5-fold cross validation (1 fold
for testing, 4 folds for training) and reported the average
scores of five runs. Some statistics of the data split of the
HNZ corpus are in Table 7. For CTB7, it is used for training
only and its size is shown in Table 1.

Set Sent Words Chars Vocab
Training 6,075 109,959 126,586 9,518

Test 1,519 27,491 31,647 4,079

Table 7: Split of the HNZ corpus for training and testing
the NLP systems for Archaic Chinese

5.2. Word Segmenation
We follow the general practice of treating word segmen-
tation as a character tagging task (Xue and Shen, 2003),
and build a conditional random fields (CRF) tagger. The
tagset has six labels, representing a single-character word
(S), the first three positions (B1, B2, B3), the last position
(E), and other positions (M) of a multi-character word. We
call those labels position tags as they represent the posi-
tion of a character in a word. For instance, if “c1 c2 c3”
is a word, the corresponding character-tag sequence will be
“c1/B1 c2/B2 c3/E”.
Table 8 lists the features used by the segmenter, where the
subscript -1, 0, and +1 refer to the previous, current and
next character, respectively. The first two types are char-
acter unigrams and bigrams. The cTag feature refers to the
most frequent cTag of the current character. The process of
inferring cTag was described in Section 4.3., and the cTag
frequencies are collected from the training data only.
The DLG features are based on the idea of using description
length gain (DLG) (Kit and Wilks, 1999) for unsupervised
word segmentation (Kit, 2000; Kit, 2005). Intuitively, the
DLG score of a string indicates the reduction of description
length of a corpus when the string is treated as a word; the
more frequent a string is in corpus and the longer the string
is, the higher its DLG score is. The DLG features Dk

0 ba-
sically represent the decisions made by the DLG-based un-
supervised word segmenter when the current (presented by
the subscript 0) character is considered to be part of a k-
character word in the current sentence. More detail of the
DLG features is available in (Song and Xia, 2012). Be-
cause DLG scores rely on only unlabeled data where the
word boundary is ignored, when HNZ is used as the cor-
pus for training, we use the whole unlabeled HNZ corpus,
which includes the test data, to collect DLG scores.
We ran three sets of experiments and the results are in Ta-
ble 9. The first set uses basic features only (i.e., character

Description Features
Char Unigrams C−1, C0, C+1

Char Bigrams C−1C0, C0C+1, C−1C+1

cTag Feature T0

DLG Features D1
0 , D2

0 , D3
0 , D4

0 , D5
0

Table 8: Feature templates of our CRF segmenter.

unigrams and bigrams). The training data come from HNZ
only (Expt #1), the CTB7 only (Expt #2), or the union of
the two (Expt #3). The experiments show that word seg-
menter trained on the CTB7 only performs poorly on the
HNZ test data (#2), and adding CTB7 to HNZ did not help
either (#3 vs. #1). This is due to different characteristic-
s of Archaic and Modern Chinese. As illustrated in Table
2, 85.94% of words in HNZ are monosyllabic; therefore,
most characters in HNZ should get a S position tag (S for
a single-character word). In contrast, about half of words
in CTB7 have multiple characters, which means that most
characters in CTB7 should get a position tag other than S.
As a result, using CTB7 to collect basic features will only
hurt the performance.
In the second set of experiments, basic features are extract-
ed from the HNZ training data only; cTag features are col-
lected from HNZ only (#4), CTB7 only (#5), or the union
of the two corpora (#6). Expt #7 uses both corpora as well,
but cTag frequency is collected from each corpus separate-
ly and there will be two copies of the cTag features, one for
CTB7, the other for HNZ, following the feature augmenta-
tion idea proposed by Daume (2007). Interestingly, using
cTags collected from CTB only (#5) provides a modest gain
over the baseline (#1), but using cTags from HNZ (#4) only
or from both corpora (#6-#7) does not help. This might be
due to the fact that HNZ is small and thus cTags extract-
ed from HNZ is less reliable than the cTags collected from
CTB7.
In the third set of experiments, we add DLG features on
top of basic and cTag features, where DLG scores are col-
lected from HNZ (#8), CTB (#9), the union of two corpora
(#10), or each corpus separately (#11). The results con-
firmed that DLG features further improve system perfor-
mance. Among these experiments, HNZ (#8) works the
best because adding DLG features would make the seg-
menter to favor treating a string appearing multiple times
in a corpus as a word. When CTB7 is used, some of such
strings (such asI[) would be labeled as a word–a correct
decision (the word means country) in Modern Chinese, but
an error (the string means country and home) in Archaic
Chinese.
While the gain achieved from adding cTag and DLG fea-
tures may seem modest, it is much more significant when
the amount of the training data is smaller. Figure 1 shows
the F-scores of Expt #1, #5, and #8 when only x% of the
training data from HNZ is used to collect basic features,
where x ranges from 10 to 100. The smaller x is, the bigger
gain cTag and DLG features provide.

5.3. POS Tagging
For POS tagging, we use a CRF tagger similar to the one
used for word segmentation. Table 10 shows the feature
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Basic Features (BF) Additional Features
Expt id BF(HNZ) BF(CTB) cTag(HNZ) cTag(CTB) DLG(HNZ) DLG (CTB) F-score

#1 + 92.83
#2 + 62.26
#3 +(u) +(u) 89.66
#4 + + 92.59
#5 + + 92.92
#6 + +(u) +(u) 92.73
#7 + +(f) +(f) 92.77
#8 + + + 93.25
#9 + + + 93.06

#10 + + +(u) +(u) 93.22
#11 + + +(f) +(f) 93.17

Table 9: Performance of the word segmenter with different features and training data. A “+” symbol denotes that the
feature or data set indicated by the column label is used for training. The “(u)” after the plus symbol means that the
cTags are collected from the union of CTB7 and HNZ, whereas “(f)” means the cTags are collected from the two corpora
separately and they are treated as two separate features. The last column shows the F-scores of word segmentation. The
score of the baseline system is underlined, and the best result is in boldface.

Figure 1: Performance of the word segmenter with three
feature sets. Basic features (BF) come from a reduced
amount of training data in HNZ; cTag features are collect-
ed from CTB7; DLG features are extracted from the whole
unlabeled HNZ corpus, including the test data.

set used by the tagger, where subscript -1, 0, and +1 refer
to the previous, current and next word, respectively. For
word affix features, P0 (P for prefix) and S0 (S for suffix)
refer to the first and the last character of the current word,
respectively; affix features are always extracted from the
same training data as word ngram features. TP0 and TS0

are the most frequent cTag of P0 and S0 in the training da-
ta, respectively, and the cTag frequencies can be extracted
from either corpus or from both.

Description Features
Word unigrams W−1, W0, W+1

Word bigrams W−1W0, W0W+1, W−1W+1

Word affix P0, S0

cTag of affix TP0, TS0

Table 10: The feature set for our CRF POS tagger

Like word segmentation, we ran three sets of experiments

for POS tagging, and the results are in Table 11. The ta-
ble shows similar patterns as what we have observed from
word segmentation experiments. First, using CTB with ba-
sic features (i.e., word ngrams) hurts the performance (e.g.,
Expt #2 and #3 vs. #1). Second, adding cTag features col-
lected from CTB7 provides a boost over the baseline (#5
vs. #1).13 Third, adding affix features further improves the
performance (#8-11 vs. #4-7).
Figure 2 shows the performance of Expt #1, #5 and #8 when
the amount of training data from HNZ is reduced. Just like
Figure 1, the smaller the amount of training data is used,
the bigger gain cTag features provide (e.g., over 4% abso-
lute tagging accuracy gain over the baseline when 10% of
training data is used for training).

Figure 2: Performance of the POS tagger with three feature
sets. Basic and affixes features are extracted from a reduced
amount of training data in HNZ; cTag features are extracted
from CTB7.

13One minor difference from word segmentation experiments
is that using cTag features collected from both corpora slightly
outperforms the system where cTag features are collected from
CTB7 only (#7 vs. #5; #11 vs. #9).
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Basic Features (BF) Additional Features Tagging
Expt id BF(HNZ) BF(CTB) cTag(HNZ) cTag(CTB) Affix(HNZ) accuracy

#1 + 86.44
#2 + 77.03
#3 + + 85.60
#4 + + 86.86
#5 + + 86.96
#6 + +(u) +(u) 86.93
#7 + +(f) +(f) 87.10
#8 + + + 87.27
#9 + + + 87.53

#10 + +(u) +(u) + 87.38
#11 + +(f) +(f) + 87.65

Table 11: Performance of the POS tagger with different feature sets and training data. The meanings of “+”, “(u)”, “(f)”
are the same as in Table 9. The last column shows tagging accuracy; Accuracy of the baseline system is underlined, and
the best result is in boldface.

5.4. Discussion
A few points are worth emphasizing. First, labeled data
in Modern Chinese can help improve performance of NLP
systems for Archaic Chinese, but only when it is used wise-
ly. Using the most frequent cTags of characters based on
frequencies collected from CTB7 gives a boost, whereas
simply adding CTB7 to the training set hurts system perfor-
mance. To understand this result, we look at characters that
appear in both corpora. There are 2,704 such characters, ac-
counting for 60.1% of character types in CTB7 and 68.3%
in HNZ. From each corpus, we compile a list of (char, freq-
ctag) pairs, where char is a character that appears in both
corpora, and freq-ctag is the most frequent cTag of char
in that corpus. It turns out that 54.0% of pairs in the two
lists are identical. For comparison, we also compile a list
of (char, freq-position-tag) pairs from each corpus, where
freq-position-tag is the most frequent position tag (i.e., S,
B1, B2, B3, M, E as used in word segmentation) of a char-
acter in a corpus. The agreement of these two lists is only
26.0%. That explains why cTag features from CTB7 help,
while basic features from CTB7 hurt, the performance of
the word segmenter.
Second, the simple heuristics used to infer the cTag of a
character in a word are error-prone, and the cTag gathered
from a small amount of data could be unreliable. Adding c-
Tag features under that setting could hurt performance (e.g.,
Expt #4 in Table 9). Once the training set is reasonably
large (even when the data is from a very different corpus
such as CTB7), adding cTags always provides a boost. In
contrast, due to the nature of DLG features (i.e., prefer-
ring to treat frequent strings in a corpus as a word), collect-
ing DLG scores from HNZ works better than from CTB7.
Therefore, when multiple corpora are available, which cor-
pus should be used for a particular feature depends on the
nature of the feature.
Third, owing to the nature of cTags, which are inferred
from the POS tags of the words, POS tagging gets a bigger
boost from cTag features than word segmentation, especial-
ly when the amount of training data is small.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a segmented and POS tagged
corpus for Archaic Chinese, compared it with CTB7 in sev-

eral aspects that are related to word segmentation and POS
tagging. More importantly, we demonstrated that, despite
the differences between the two corpora, adding cTag fea-
tures from CTB7 can indeed improve performance of both
word segmentation and POS tagging on Archaic Chinese,
especially when the amount of training data from Archaic
Chinese is small.
For future work, we plan to identify more features like c-
Tags which stay relatively stable as the language evolves,
and determine whether adding those features could improve
system performance the same way that cTag features do.
We would also like to explore whether such features can be
identified automatically without prior knowledge of the lan-
guage. Finally, we plan to apply our methodology to oth-
er languages (e.g., Middle and Modern English) and other
tasks (e.g., parsing).
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